
Date   : 8 August 2021 

Theme : Importance of God’s Word and the danger of error  

Topic  : Discerning the Truth 

Key Verse : To the Jews who had believed Him, Jesus said, If you hold to My  

                        teaching, you are really My disciples. Then you will know the  

                        truth, and the truth will set you free. John 8:31, 32 

       
Introduction 

Two weeks ago we considered that ultimate truth must be true at all times and in all 
places and has relevance for our lives. There are physical truths about gravity, 
aerodynamics, photosynthesis and many other subjects not specifically addressed in 
the Bible. Yes, we use them for explaining life and making decisions every day.  
 

Unfortunately, when it comes to absolute truth, an objective truth is fast being eroded 
in a culture that advocates doing and believing what seems best to you. When people 
no longer believe in a supernatural standard, they find other basis for their decisions, 
be it popular opinion or their feelings.  Emotions are perhaps the most popular basis 
for making choices today.  These approaches to decision-making result in my truth, 
your truth, whatever!  
 

In contrast to our time which favours truth to be contextualised, changeable and 
contested, the truth that Jesus presents in John 8:31, 32 is not self-evident truth.  He 
does not expect His hearers to grasp for themselves the fulness of His truth claims 
through logic or research.  They will know Him as the truth if they live with Him and 
remain connected to Him and His Word.  Relationship, not deduction, is the key.   
 

The challenge today is how do we discern God’s truth so that it is not interpreted to 
suit our feelings. 

 

1.  Cultural voices which challenge truth 

a)  Recognising popular worldviews which are patently false, such as 

• Relativism ...no such thing as absolute truth... (Response: Is that statement absolute?) 

• Scepticism ...you should doubt everything... (Response: Should I doubt your statement?) 

• Postmodernism ...true for you but not for me... (Response: Try that at the bank or medical 

truth which can produce disastrous consequences). 
 

b)   Classifying arguments which deny truths 

•  Self-defeating statements:  
example, ...leadership should not come from people at the top, it should come from the 

people at the bottom... 
  example, the statement...you can’t know the truth... is self-defeating because it 

claims to know at least one truth: that you can’t know truth. 

•  Circular arguments (example, evolutionists quote geologists who quote evolutionists). 

•  Substituting observations for explanations (example, butterflies change patterns in 

winter; this is correct observation; but cannot be used to explain macro-evolution because 
butterflies cannot change to birds). 

•  Shifting definitions  
 (atheists refer to believer’s faith as blind and baseless even though there are sufficient proofs 

for evidence-based Christianity).  

• Questioning truth with statements without logic (example, true for you but not for me). 
 

 c) Errors Christians make when discerning the truth to know God’s will / guidance 
i)  To get guidance we need all 5 principles  

o Scripture to define God’s purpose / values 
o Spirit of God to give a rhema message 
o Saints to counsel with godly perspective 
o Signs of circumstances to convey open / closed doors 
o Sensing of wisdom to evaluate pros and cons based on available information 

 

 



ii) Common error to give wrong weightage to each principle 
o The tendency to give the highest weightage to rhema impressions.  

       (example, words released by some “prophet”, almost to the exclusion of considering the 

         other factors, would sound like this... this “prophet” told me I must move to another 
          church). 

o Another mistake causing error is to read too much into “signs” 
    (example, one Christian, riding on a bus, happened to see an advertisement for ‘hard 
    rock cafe’. His conclusion? God was telling him to transfer church to Rock Church). 

               Question: Does God guide this way?  

        Without any biblical basis, it sounds more like superstition. 
 

iii) We are prune to error because of ignorance of God’s word.  
  Such ignorance breeds error and even destruction Hosea 4:6.  
  Example, Jesus said to the Sadducees who did not know the Scriptures  

    ...you are in error because you do not know the Scriptures... Matthew 22:29 

 

2. How should we seek guidance for the Truth? 

i)  Develop discernment muscles 
  Discernment is not knowing the difference between right and wrong.  It is knowing the difference 
  between right and almost right. – Charles H. Spurgeon 

o Spurgeon’s words sum up discernment succinctly; it’s usually knowing the 
difference between right and almost right. It is like examining a well-done 
counterfeit painting (we need expert, well-trained eye to see the tiny differences 

between the genuine and the fake). 
   

  But how is this eye for detail trained?  

  How do we strengthen our discernment muscles?  

  We begin with God’s word – studying it well and hiding it away in our heart. 

  Spend time considering what the whole of Scripture says.   

  As we study the Bible (whole Bible); we fine-tune our discernment muscles to develop 
  a systematic theology. 
 

 ii) Centrality of the Scripture 

• The highest weightage must be given to God’s written Word 
 ...And we have the word of the prophets made MORE certain...you will do well to pay 
 attention to it... 2 Peter 1:19 

  Even though Peter personally witnessed the transfiguration of Jesus, he 
counsels us to make sure by the written Word. 

•   There is no new problem under the sun. 
o Decision making is a familiar issue encountered by godly men of old. 
o Because God could foresee the kinds of issues we would face in every 

 generations, He provided sufficient guidance through stories,      principles, 
laws and precepts in His Word.  

 

iii) Saints: Second to Scripture, the counsel of godly mentors provide safety. The body 
of believers and our church leaders keep us accountable. When we start to say 
something that is out of line with the truth, they can point us back to Scripture. 

 
3. What Truth is Jesus speaking about in John 8:32? 
a) Truth about God...you shall know the truth... John 8:32 

•  Truth revealed in Jesus is basis for knowledge of God. Jesus is aletheia.  
He Himself is the very revelation of God.  

  (Truth = aletheia (Greek) is a common word in John’s gospel. Used 25 times in John’s 
gospel, it refers to Jesus Himself John 1:14, 17; 14:6, the Holy Spirit and His teaching John 16:13). 

•  Knowing Jesus the Truth is knowing God. 
  In John’s gospel, truth does not refer to philosophical, abstract ideal or the 

opposite of falsehood.  
 
 
 
 



b)  Truth that sets us free from sin. 

•  Jesus is truly, objective reality, certainty. 
He is true in things pertaining to God.  His claims to set us free means we must 
seriously consider the proposition that we are enslaved to powers beyond our 
ability to master. 

•  He is the living reality of One who is free from the dominion of sin. This freedom 
is for anyone who chooses to follow Him here and now. 

c)  Results of the Truth that sets us free (What kind of freedom is Jesus speaking of?) 

•  Freedom from the power of sin (no more a slave to sin) 
o It is for freedom that Christ has made us free, therefore do not go back to 

   the life of sin. This freedom means we are bound to a relationship with God, 
   a relationship marked by personal intimacy (as a child is related to his parents) and 
   freedom from sin and death. 

•  Freedom from the penalty of sin 
o By transferring our status from being slaves to sin to becoming children  
  of God, we are free from sin’s destructive penalty. 

•  Freedom to live for righteousness (to choose good and do good) 
o Free from the dominion of darkness 
  (not influenced by unseen forces in the spiritual realm). 

 

4.  Application 

    How do we come to the KNOWLEDGE of the truth? 
    Abide = remain, keep on doing John 8:31 

a)  Set a goal to master the written Word. Learn it well. 

•  Plan to read through the whole Bible in one year. 
o Do not cherry pick scripture verses. One could make a verse to mean  
  anything in isolation. Every Christian has a responsibility to read the whole 
  bible for himself. 
o Understand the background to the passage:  
  Situation (Big picture): when, where, who, what 
   Type of literature 

     Objective / Purpose 
     Prescriptive or descriptive  

•  Learning is hard work but ignorance is hardest to live with 

•  Life-long learning is necessary (no one gets knowledge without diligent search).  
b)  Be guided by the Holy Spirit as you study His Word 
c)  Discuss the Word with fellow travellers 

•  Precept by precept ie adopt a system of learning 
    (preferably with someone who knows and loves the Word) 

•  Be open to accept Gods’ truth (not fearful to handle the truth). 

 

To do: Goal 

 I will read 2 chapters per day. Time: _______________ 

 I will read 3 chapters per day. Time: _______________ 

 I will be accountable daily to my leader / member. His / Her name: ______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


